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Directed by pro cyclist Kathryn Bertine, Half the Road explores the world 
of women’s professional cycling, focusing on both the love of sport and 
the pressing issues of inequality that modern-day female athletes face 
in male dominated sports. With footage from some of the world’s best 
races to interviews with Olympians, World Champions, rookies, coach-
es, officials, and doctors, Half the Road offers a unique insight to the 
drive, dedication, and passion it takes for a female athlete to thrive. 

14-year-old Laura Dekker sets out, camera in hand, on a two-year voyage in pursuit of 
her dream to be the youngest person ever to sail around the world alone. In the wake of 
a year-long battle with Dutch authorities that sparked a global media storm, Laura now 
finds herself far from land, family and unwanted attention, exploring the world in search 
of freedom and adventure. Jillian Schlesinger’s debut feature amplifies Laura’s brave, 
defiant voice through a mix of Laura’s own recordings at sea and intimate footage from 
locations including the Galapagos Islands, French Polynesia, Australia, and South Africa.
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“HHHH Potent...Inspiring. Real Beauty!” 
-Time OuT New YOrk

“One girl’s daunting quest and the sheer
joy she gets from fulfilling it.” 

-HuffiNgTON POsT

“HHHH It’s easy to imagine this compelling 
chronicle, and its defiantly strong heroine,

inspiring countless teens and parents alike.” 
-New YOrk DailY News

“High-impact. An enraging portrait of entrenched sexism in 
competitive sports that proves parity is worth fighting for.”

-Village Voice

“Revelatory, inspiring. I urge you to watch this film!”
-BTCH Flicks

JUST IN TIME FOR THE TOUR DE FRANCE!


